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A gang of three wily thieves has had the detectives 
running in circles for months. What crimes has the 
gang committed so far? Decipher the encrypted words 
and help the detectives to finally catch the villains.

1. What was the target of their first robbery? 

     Answer: SQWÅS (9)

2. What did the thieves steal? 

     Answer: NSZNZWLBP (12)

3. What was the thieves’ latest target? 

     Answer: ÖHFUHÖ (17)

4. What did the thieves forget at the crime scene in their latest   
     heist?
     VAnswer: KPSZIW (5)

5. How many thieves did the police catch in the latest heist? 

     Answer: ADY (11) 
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What could be the thieves’ next target? Decipher these 
words together in a group and form a sentence. This 
sentence will help the detectives catch the thieves 
red-handed.

UDXSPK (16)

LVJÄZL (22)

KFDEQ (27)

EXQJDORZ (4)

TKAZ (7)   

JT (2) 
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PART 1

A gang of three wily thieves has had the detectives running in circles 
for months. What crimes has the gang committed so far? Decipher 
the encrypted words and help the detectives to finally catch the 
villains.

1. What was the target of their first robbery?  
Solution: KIOSK  

2. What did the thieves steal?  
Solution: CHOCOLATE 

3. What was the thieves’ latest target?  
Solution: MUSEUM 

4. What did the thieves forget at the crime scene in their latest heist? 
Solution: GLOVES 

5. How many thieves did the police catch in the latest heist?  
Solution: TWO

PART 2

What could be the thieves’ next target? Decipher these words  
together in a group and form a sentence. This sentence will help  
the detectives catch the thieves red-handed.

UDXSPK (16)  Solution: FRIDAY
LVJÄZL (22)  Solution: TARGET
KFDEQ (27)  Solution: NIGHT
EXQJDORZ (4)  Solution: BUNGALOW
TKAZ (7)  Solution: NEXT
JT (2)   Solution: IS

The words form the following sentence: 
“Next target is bungalow Friday night.”

Solutions to the deciphering tasks


